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About the Placement:

Detailed Placement Description

If we are to address climate change, the destruction of nature by humanity over thousands
of years of civilization, we will need to quickly embark on a journey to raise human
consciousness and rediscover our interconnectedness and interdependence and co-evolution
with all of nature and do the work, in humility, to repair the damage our species has done to
the planet and learn to live in a way that we are of service to all of nature. The Seeger
Institute is a laboratory to help people who endeavor to become their best selves in service
to their communities, to nature and to the future of our planet through reconnecting with
what it means to be human in the context of all of nature.

Primary Production :

Equine, Goats, Pork/Swine, Poultry, Sheep, Tree fruits, Vegetables

https://apply.mesaprogram.org/stewards/host-listings-all/entry/3472


About the Internship

Training Hours:

35 hours

Training Expectations :

This is a self-directed program to develop practical skills and in personal growth. The
primary pre-qualification is a sense of urgency and commitment to be part of a solution and
to empower oneself as a leader, guide, teacher and inspiration to others in a path toward
global healing.

On-Site Training, Steward’s primary activities :

The work is in the doing and the being. There are an infinite number of ways one can
contribute to the well being of a farm and to oneself. The prerequisite and an honest desire
to contribute more than one extracts. It requires discipline, humility and integrity. The more
one puts fourth the more one can glean from the process. All the systems on the farm are
works in progress and can be improved in themselves and in context to other systems in a
constant evolution to come into greater alignment with natural systems and planetary well
being. The work on the farm is to look, listen, observe, experiment, fail and learn from
failure in a continual endeavor to discover a sustainable way for humankind to live in
harmony with ourselves and in the continuum of nature.

Climate and Location Description

The weather on the farm is temperate. 65 to 85 every day. T shirt and work pants and boots
are the proper dress. It can rain much so a work rain coat and several sets of clothes are
important. Also, hooded sweatshirts, 2 would be a good idea.



Compensation :

$50, Shared cabin and the possibility of constructing ones own private dwelling, Free, daily
food, Enroll Steward for Health insurance*, Pay MESA for Steward Health Insurance*

Accommodations and amenities provided :

There are 6 nice cabins on the farm, a washing machine for clothes and a community dining
hall,

Preferred start date :

Soon

Preferred length of internship :

6 months


